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1. INTRODUCTION·
This report contains a complete listing of two computer programs
which have been developed to output the moment-rotation relationships
of any wide-flange beam-column bent about either its strong or weak
axis. These moment - rotation re la tionships (hereafter referred as M- 8
relationships) are computed based on the concept of the Column Deflection
Curve or CDC. The column deflection curves are possible equilibrium
shapes of deformed beam-columns. A detailed presentation of the CDC
theory can be found in Refs. 1-3.
The computer programs documented in this report were written
.
OJ'\
in Fortran IV language and have been tested ;p.y' the CDC".6400 computer
loca ted at the Lehigh Univers ity. Compu.te.r. Cente.r. in. Packard Lab0 ra.tory ~.
It is believed that this program can also be run by other computers
having the same characteristics as CDC 6400.
, ..
2. ASSUMPTIONS
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The following assumptions are made in regard to the mechanical
and geometrical properties of the wide-flange beam-column
1. Stress-strain relationship for steel is bilinear as shown
2.
in Fig. 1.
The yield stress level
compression flange,and
\.;. id &v\.~' l.CV~
j;:g~nsion flange, the
YI\
the web.
3. The cross-section is assumed H shape. The fillet contri-
bution is neglected.
, I. (I~ ~i.""t,''' ..t1v.
, (
4. The column is~straight and free of crookedness.
5. Plane sections remain plane.
6. The beam-column is assumed to be under a constant axial
thrust so that end moments and curvatures are the only
variables.
7. Deflections are small.
8. There is no strain regression.
, ..
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3. THE MOMENT-THRUST-CURVATURERELA.TIONSHIPS
The moment-thrust-curvature relationships are developed
by the £.ol~;,i~ numerical techniqueT cl.uc.vb.e.'~{i ~. b{,.{r)t.,,j '""
-c::. ""'-"1. Section subjected to strong axis bending
~D I
Each of "thel\flanges ~s cut into 200 ~,inite elemen~s; Ten
fOiCl.M.\ ~~\...s., '1--0-J<.1~ ~"''''.'l..l 1'3 ~ ~- (.~. ~
sections hori~optall~ and 20 sections-~rtieal%y~s shown in
" ~~fCd~( ~ -fw ~- CudS.
Fig. 2. The web is divided into 20 hori!!lol'1:tcH. strips"
Section' subjected to weak axis bending baffl.tld -h. (~c 'j-ll:( is
-Slll..E:!...d r -
Each flange is ~ljQ~ into 80 \~~tie~ strips~and the web
iS,cut into 200 finite elements; 50 sections parallel to the
x-axis and four sections parallel to the y-axis. (See Fig. 3).
W ......(~-,I.(·CC
A curvatu:re- is··firs·t a-ssumed·. The- -stress· (ax·ial s·tJ.'es-s· +
/I.
~
residual stress + bending stress) ~ every finite element is then com-
puted. A summation is made on the normal forces acting on these elements.
lil\t
Usually this resultiag non-dimensionalized force ~.jcr. A./p is not
t~ 1 1 Y
equal to the ipecified value of pip and thus adjustments are made byy
.~ I •
trial and error such that after a few ailj"ar.......... tJ.ii l\<',("'~'OV\»
=
P
P
Y
(1)
Once this is achieved, the computer will proceed to compute the moment
on the section:
M
Mpc
=
~cr. A. Yti 1 1 i
Mpc
(2)
..
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d.
\
The computer will now pick ~.the next curvature value and repeat the
This procedure is continued until a curvature
have a completeBy now the computer will
process to find M/Mpc
= 200 is reached.ratio 0/0pc
set of M-P-O relationshi~ for a particular section with a particular
. .... \0..' ........._f-c. f : f':.J.. n
(~~f)residual stres~~stored'~' in ~·memory.
,r_< ~.
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4. COLUMN DEFLECTION CURVES·
The column deflection curves are constructed using a numerical
integration procedure that is valid for both the elastic and the inelastic
portions of the CDC as long as no plastic hinge is formed. The M-P-0 .
relationships obtained by the method discussed earlier are the essential
,
parameters for the construction of the CD~.
A portion of a CDC near ~ = 0 is shown in Fig.
and the initial end slope';' are specified. Segments of
o
,.
4. The PIP (arlOf y
lengtn ;z(. along
/I
(3)
the thrust line are selected. (These segments may not have equal
length. For good accuracy, p = R is recommended for the construction of
, . x
~C'f"" ~f\the initial~ of the CDC. At locations close to the 1/4 wave point,
smaller., .se.gme.nts. are.desired.~.. and" p. = Q,•.1. R. has. been. found satisfa,,-tor.,y)•.
. x
It is assumed that the deflection shape of each segment is circular.
The distance Yl and the slope Tl at the end of the first segmen~ are:
p,2 0l
2
~ .. '
-
T = T - P 0101
. At the end of the second segment~
z
Pz 0
2
T Z = T 1 - J2 O2
(4)
(5)
(6)
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In general, at the end of fsegment;(~
(7 )
'T i = 'T (i-l) - Pi 0i (8)
The exact length of a
~:$'~(\A.tRcl .
It is denJted by ~'){rv\A)(.1/4 wave can be determined by interpolation.
, " .k----·1~.l~tegration is continued until 'T i ~ a at which point)at
\ f\
ieast a 1/4 wave length has been established.
in the program~.
The value of curvature 0. in the Eqs. 3-8 is closely approximated
1.
by the curvature in the segment which is obtained from the M-p-0 curve
corresponding to the mean value of the moment in the segment. This
mean moment, is:
PO'op 1
Ml
.- (9)Z
1?'T p,Z
MZ = P
-+' 1 (10)YI Z
.... : ;-:-~.._L .-:~) •
- P'T (i-I) Pi.
M. = Py (i-I) + (11)1. Z
In the programs the moment M. is non-dimensionalized by dividing it
1.
by M .pc
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5. MOMENT-ROTATION RELATIONSHIPS
. --~., --- ..
This section of the program consists of five pa:tts,.?ner of
which,is used to interpret the M-8 relationship> for a beam-column of a
particular end-moment ratio (MRATIO) :.
Part 1 for - 1%~ MRATIO < 0
Part 2 for 0 1( MRATIO (.1/
Part 3 for MRATIO ='. 0
Part 4 for MRATIO = l.ff//
/Part 5 for MRATIO = - 1...6
Parts 1 and,2 are actually sufficient for interpreting the M-8 relation-
ships for b~am-co1umns of any end-moment ratio!; (that is)- 1 ~ MRATIO ~ 1).
However each of these two parts u~es more computer time than Part 3, 4
or 5 to generate M-8 relati'onshi'ps for' the·., ease of MRAIIO, = 0,. l~~r
.e"\~~~\.o,,~,,,'t
- 1Y' These ratios of 0, 1 and -1 are very common in engineering
A
.
usage and thus~tYitify the inclusion of Parts 3-5 in the program~ I~
'y_c~{~ f"i. d.
I
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6. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS
Each program consists of four major sections:
l. Computation of the M-P-0 relationships
2.
,
Calculation of CDC~
3. Interpretation of M-8 relationships from the CDC datas
4. Plotting of the M-8 curves
The program begins with a list of symbols and ends with the inclusion
of three subroutines:
1. Subroutine RSMEA -- It permits the user to supply any
residual stress pattern into the computer before the
computation of M-p-0 relationships. The residual stress
l~i:Jt' Lpattern must be symmetrical about both axes t the ~oy~,~
~.~~l. t._s~~i"'_~~~ i5.
force'cue to the residual stress may not be balanced. This
A ~
subroutine thus permits the "mean" measured residual stresses
of any cross-section to be read into the computer.
2. Subroutine RS -- This subroutine interpolates the residual
stress at every finite element from the residual stress
data read into the computer by calling subroutine RSMEA.
~\'-«'I ...,--c<-l
If then adjusts the unbalanced force by distributing the
"
same. magnitude of error to every measured point, and at
the same time ensures stress compatibility at the flange-
web junction.
cr , pip .
y y
for the CDC's.
-9
3. Subroutine LMPLOT -- It instructs the computer to plot
the results either in the ~~ moment vs. rotation or
moment/reduced plastic moment (M/M ) vs. rotation.pc
A flowchart showing a general outline of the program is shown
in Fig. 5. The program for the wide-flange beam-column bent about its
,
strong axis is designated ~ BCS. That for the weak axis bending has
been designated ~BCW. Both of these two programs have identical flow
history.
The initial readings to be read in are the shape size, flange
width b, flange thickness t, web thickness w, yield stress
.e.\o - r--...... ..-------...,
ratios, moment( MIlIMK':'~ ratios~ and the initial s lope values
1\ \. .L --Z l I I., 1,~ &fi •. (."""
The end-moment ratio M/~ is~ ~ositive if the beam-column is bent into
s:>'l~I-l.. WI-tt:. . '~ s4mpJe curvatur~) /~~''=d~} ,j~~~ m~ments ~opposite rotation as shown
~ ..'\~v~
in Fig. 6. The M/M2 ratio is" ~~gative if"' the column is bent into double
-t,,'\ c...
curvature by ~.,end moments in~same rotat:on.
The computer will then proceed with the first set of pipy
and M/M2 rati~to compute~.the M-p-0 relationships using one of the
following residual stress patterns:
1) Measured residual stresses--This requires the execution
of subroutine RSMEA and subroutine RS.
2) Stanqard residual stress pattern.~ ~s shown in Fig. 7,
this patter~ is commonly assumed in wide-flange shapes.
The design charts in Ref. 4 have been developed based
on this residual stress pattern.
-10
3) No residual stresses.
After the M-p-0 relationships have been compiled, the program
0---
then proceeds to generate the CDC IS. One CDC is generated at~ "time
the computer interprets
for a specified initial
number of L/r ratios.
.
slope ~. After a quarter CDC has been generated,
_11 0 , . JI •1,' 't-<-, ,.,,~'"""'-'t~v,~ ..... ,- 1\ v-
the M-8j\ ).the~e CDC results for the specified
Having executed this, the computer stores away
the~e M-8 data and at the same time continues to generate the next CDC.' c:
->---' kAo lJ..c-~..( +u,rw "- ~
This proc.edure is repeated until the last 'f 1'ir6 QPCO'lRt@"1!'eC:e, !l'h-i-s <to
~ CO C. Ct'l.A..e>C ~'-.:..P-l ! ... C;! ..... '1~e(/ -fl.:i 1-;'1-- ~ ,..~f:('J.7;... av~ ~!,o •
has ;i Bcgaeice valt!c. -Its IH:1r'pose is to instruct t~mpllter that:
N~xt,the computer will print the accumulated M-8 dat~then
plot the same M-8 data~as moment vs. rotation
curves; whichever case the user desires.
or M/M vs.
p.~
rotation
The computer will now pick the next I value. If this value
I is less than the number VAL the computer will go to EXIT. However)
if I is equal to or less than VAL, the next computation will depend
on whether the new p/p value is same as the previous one. If identical,y
the M-P-0 computation is not, fepeated, .a~d the computer will pro~eed t? .~.
'the to'.,cl.-fVJ...... C>-- U\·v'rl,cre.t'( lo'\L......r s:.C.~ ~+ Moo&- ~t-hCA~ k.>.r-~
generate a..-.oe:w...set Qof CDC I stfor( the new end-moment ratio~
-11
7. INPUT DATA
The symbols used in this section can be found in the computer
programs listed in ~ ~ppendices A and B. Sample input data cards
are given in Appendix C.
1. First Set of Cards
1 card (fORMAT (!lO, SFlO.S, FlO.2, FIO.4)]: ISEC, LBS,
B, D, T, W, E, FY
1 card ij'ORMAT (IS)1: VAL
Set of VAL cards (fORMAT (2FlO.S, 2IlO»): POPY, (I),
, MRATIO(I), NP(I), NOPT(I)
Set of VAL cards (fORMAT (ISlJREST (I)
1 card '(fORMAT (IlO)]: ION
Set of ION cards (fORMAT (FlO.S~: THO(~)
2. Second Set of Cards
IF JREST :I 1 :
1 card (fORMAT (FlO. S»): FRC (FRC = 0.3 for standard
residual stress
pattern)
= 0 for no residual
stresses)
IF JREST = 1 : (Subroutine RSMEA is called)
F·
1 card (FORMAT (2IlO»): JNUMF; JNUMW
set of JNUMF cards (fORMAT (2FIO.4)J: XSF(JL), FRF(JL)
set of JNUMW cards [fORMAT (2FIO.4)J: YSW(JL), FRW(JL)
(see Fig. 8 for definitions of XSF, FRF, YSW, FRW. Symbols a~~
listed in subroutine RSMEA)
'.
flange
as an
-12
\ \ < \....vr:>~ (y\. ",AA. ,-
Sufficient data~'must be provided to cover the full half
f\ \~ ~'-tlr(1 \A..h:~ l<.. ~Me i\ i S u",L0-cc. •
wgJith and full half web depth", In other words, taking the flange
example; if there is no measured data at the flange-web junction
ROL(L)
or at the tip of the flange) it is necessary to feed into the computer
the extrapolated value from the measured data.- It is obvious that there
must be at least two sets of XSF and FRF readings for the flange;and
two sets of YSW and FRW readings for the web. The maximum number of
sets of measured data~for the flange or web is 20. How~ver this
number ~ay be increased by increasing the field length in the DIMENSION
declaration of XSF) FRF) YSW) FRW) FRFY) and FRWY. The spacing of XSF
or YSW may not be equal. Compressive residual stresses are read in as
positive vaiues and tensile stresses as negative values. Only readings
for a 1/4 flange and a 1/2 web are needed as the residual stress dis-
tribution has been assumed symmetrical about both axes.
~ 3. Third Set of Cards
l-';:(,R...\f!1' (1.5;J_------:\ .>~
1 card~: LOR[y-t;. ,':'" l' ( FlO .~~)J " -. ..-.--_....
Set of LOR card~~
(ROL = L/r in theBCS programj
x
= L/ry in the BCW program ~
BJ) BK) BL) BM
AY) OX) BX) CY
4. Fourth Set of Cards
This set of cards will instruct the computer to set the
ordinate and abscissa lines for plots of M-8 curves. It is applicable
only if NP t 1. Symbols are listed in Subroutine LMPLOT. lSee Fig. 9
for clarification)
«. ;" ;. "( ~~\ 0 • 4-~-' 1 cardJ.:
[ . - ~ .~ ~ ---"-~- .~ ."~•.• ,..... ,'f f ~-~. "' \ ".: ......,; : i ld' /: , ,. ,., \. . car ::
t\
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If NP = 1, the computer will plot MIM vs. rotation in a standard formatpc
as shown in Fig. 10.
If VAL
IJ~~.~_/
, {t'\tt ",,-
is great~r;·it is necessary to read in (VAL-I) times'
the new input of second, third and fourth sets of data cards.
xl \"",1
The curvature increments RA~B\RC,
\. \
selected for these programs are 0.05~ 0.1,
~$.
and RDAhave been
1.0. and 10.0,
respectively. 'ifr'-..G~The segment length ratios Rl,_R2,'R3,
~,nd R4 that have eeen selected are 1.0, 6.1, 0.1, and 0.1
t\et.\~y~ at iN t>AT~ s-\-e.-r.e.--l-1:s.
respectively. These quant'ities are "HI9iged in the BCS and
the B~w programs immediately followL~g the DII~ION
.'
declaration. They have seen found to give good accuracy
in the computations of M-P-¢ and CDC's. Larger values
may be used to save some computer time if good accuracy
is ±~£x not the important factor. In this case, the user should
~tAt.tM~13
alter the two DATA I\~ of RA, RB, RC, RD, and Rl, R2, R3,
R4.in the main program.
-.
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8. OUTPUT
There are several pages of print out for every beam-column}
examples of which can be found in Appendix D.
1)
jS / ....~----...., .
.~ '\
First Set - It ~~n:~~:s, the raw datal that -aTe fed into ;
the computer ~itially'. -'-'" --. --- .---- --.. .". .... _.
2. Second Set - This set of printout contains the important
properties of the column section such as: area, plastic
modulus Z, plastic moment M and many others.p
3. Third Set - A complete tabulation of the computed M-0
relationships for a constant pip ratio is given here.y
4. Fourth Set - This page tabulates the loops that are
being executed in the construction of CDC's. It provides
D-f -tk0 r I ,
the user the information .as t-o Tt7AieR THO-:(NK) valueS~ +-J'I w..t.: L""'J
qemrmte!'-(;,alJoQQt lla nd J e bee a11 S8 Q£ J=he....dea'ElolQPw/p-p t 9£ a
Ir.WJ dJ.,·..r-<i,s;-..pJ",
I
plastic hinge I\~ewhere' in the CDC. It also provides the
user a complete listing of all THO:-(NK) values &0 that -he-
...... r I.l~/\(1"7t' ~ j', i-}
may decide whether smaller IBD should be used to get
smooth curve or to get more information in the vicinity
of the peak moment.
5. Fifth Set - It contains a tabulation of the complete
M-8 relationships for the beam-column under consideration:
End rotations, M/M and end moments are tabulated forpc
the two ends of the beam-column.
l4A
In aG0ition to the five sets of output discussed
in avov8, the computer 'viII print out another set .of
infor~ation (between the second and the third sets) if
subroutL~es RSI~ ana RS are called. This additional set of
output ~ill have three pages of data as follows:
Page 1 :
Page 2 :
Page 3 :
Haw data of XSF, FRF, YS1:1, and FFfvl.
Number of loops for balancing the resultant
normal force on the section due to the residual
stresses, normal force on the flanges PPYF,
normal force on the web PPYw, and the
P?YF/PP~l ratio •
•,9-.j ...)t a\.
List of" XSF, FRF, YSW, and Fm'l to be used
in the computations of M-P-¢.
-15
9. SUMMARY
Two computer programs in Fortran IV language have been developed
to generate the M-P-0, CDC and M-8 relationships of any Wbeam-column
bent about its strong or weak axis. These programs have the advantage
of being capable of executing the complete computations of M-P-0, CDC,
and M-8 in a run. The actual CP time per run depends on the type of
computer, the number of operations to construct the M-p-0 relationships
and the CDc)and the type of interpretation of M-8 for a specified
e.~t.~'tOC) ~~\.Pl.\t~Y
end-moment ratio. Experience on the {;I;)C ~mpl:eted at Lehigh University
"-
has shown that the average CP time should be less than 30 sec. when
using a binary deck, or alternatively, less than 40 sec. when using
the original deck. The minimum field length for either program is
100,000~ •
These computer programs can handle any residual stress pattern
as long as the pattern is symmetrical about both axes. Therefore,they
are useful for laboratory work in which measured residual stresses can
be used to construct the M-P-8 relationships. The weak axis bending
~(.IN· (,9WMIN
program"considers the who1e"cross-section to resist the axial thrust
and the applied moment. Previous research work on weak axis bending has
1 d b .b . (5,6)neg ecte we contr~ ut~on.
The final results are plotted either in the form moment vs ..
rotation or M/M vs. rotations.pc
Thus by using these computer programs)it is now possible to
obtain more accurate M-8 curves for any W shape of any yield stress
level instead of interpolating the values from the charts in Ref. 4
which were prepared for 8W3l shape of A36 steel.
-16
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